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Scenario: 

 

A small company called Studentphones has recently set up business. The network at 
their main office has already been designed and you have been asked to implement it. 
The company decided on the following:- 

 To use private addresses internally  

 DHCP for automatic assignment of TCP/IP configuration to workstations  

The company has been allocated the public CIDR IP address range 195.95.5.0/30 by 
their ISP. This CIDR mask will yield four IP address with only two of the IP addresses 
usable for host address. This means that…  

 Static NAT mapping will be required to map one of the public IP addresses to 
the company’s WWW server, so users on the Internet can connect to it.  

 PAT implementation using the remaining public IP address is required for 
employees on the Users LAN to be able to connect to the Internet.  

 Routing between the ISP and the HO router is done using a static route 
between the ISP and HO, and a default route between HO and the ISP. The 
ISP connection to the Internet will be represented by a loopback address on 
the ISP router. 

Your task is described below. 
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Objectives 

To complete the following tasks 

Part A 

• Write a report on the IP address scalability problem 

Part B 

Set up and configure the network as follows:-  

• Configure DHCP 

• Configure static and default routes 

• Configure NAT and PAT 

• Verify connectivity between the hosts and the ISP router 

 

 

Part A: Report on IP Address Scalability 

Since you are a new recruit at the company, your line manager wants to ensure you 
understand the need to conserve public IP addresses and note how the design of the 
network has taken this into consideration. Thus, you have been asked to write a report 
on current solutions to the IP Address scalability problem. 

Task 1 Write a Report 

1.1 (P1) List key reasons for a company to upgrade from IPv4 to IPv6 

1.2 (P2)  Describe network and port address translation. Explain why static NAT 
and PAT are used on the StudentPhones network. 

1.3 (M1) Describe IP address scaling and methods for reusing the same IP 
addresses. You should focus on IP scaling solutions, such as… 

• DHCP 

• Private IP addressing (RFC 1918) 

• NAT and PAT 

Wherever possible you should use the StudentPhones network to illustrate 
your points. 
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Part B: Network Implementation (P3, P4) 

This part involves the implementation of the network.  You will need to carry out the 
following:-  

• cable the network 

• configure basic router settings on the ISP and HO routers 

• configure TCP/IP setting for each host on the network 

• configure DHCP 

• set static and default routes 

• configure static NAT and PAT 

• Test connectivity 

Task 1 Cable the network 

1.1 Referring to your network diagram, cable the network. 

Task 2 Configure basic router settings 

2.1 Referring to the network diagram, fill in the table below. You may choose 
settings not specified in the diagram, such as the passwords. 

 

 ISP HO  

Hostname    

Console Password    

Secret Password    

VTY Password    

Serial IP address    

* Serial Clock Rate    

* Fa 0/0 IP address    

* Fa 0/1 IP address    

Loopback0 IP address – 
for simulating link to ISP    

* Where appropriate 

 

2.2 On each router, configure the basic settings as shown in your table, including 
hostname, passwords and IP addresses on all relevant interfaces. 
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Configure TCP/IP on the Hosts 

The web server needs to be configured with a statically configured internal IP 
address. All other hosts on the network are to be assigned IP addresses via 
DHCP. 

2.3 Host 1 - the workstation situated in the DMZ, will be designated as the public 
web server. Configure the workstation with the IP address 10.10.20.2/24. 

Check that you can ping the gateway from the web server before proceeding. 

2.4 Configure TCP/IP on host 2 on the Users LAN so that it will request an IP 
address from DHCP (which you will set up later.)  

Task 3 Configure DHCP 

The HO router is to be configured as a DHCP server. 

3.1 Configure DHCP services on the Ethernet0 LAN of HO so that: 

 Hosts on the network are assigned IP addresses from a 10.10.10.0/24 
pool. 

 The default-gateway address is specified as 10.10.10.1   

 The range of IP addresses 10.10.10.1 through 10.10.10.10 is excluded 
from the DHCP pool. 

If DHCP is working properly, the workstation should receive TCP/IP settings 
from the DHCP server. Check that this is the case and that you can ping the 
gateway before proceeding. 

Task 4 Configure a static route 

You will recall that the ISP allocated 195.95.5.0/30 to the company as their 
public IP address range. The ISP’s router needs to be configured with a static 
route so that it knows where to find this 195.95.5.0/30 network. In other 
words, the ISP’s router needs to know that any traffic addressed to 
195.95.5.0/30 must be sent to the HO router. 

4.1 On the ISP router, use the ip route command to create a static route to the 
195.95.5.0/30 network. 

Check that you can see the static route in the ISP’s routing table before 
proceeding. 

Task 5 Configure a default route 

A default route needs to be configured on the HO router so that any unknown 
destination traffic is forwarded to the ISP’s router. In other words, when 
hosts attempt to connect to addresses on the Internet, the traffic will be 
forwarded to the ISP’s router.  
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5.1 On the HO router, add a default route, using the ip route command. This 
will forward any unknown destination address traffic to the ISP. 

Check that you can see the default route in HO’s routing table before 
proceeding. 

Also check that you can ping the ISP’s loopback interface from HO before 
proceeding 

Task 6 Configure static NAT and PAT 

6.1 Configure static NAT on HO to translate the web server’s internal IP address 
of 10.10.20.2/24 to the public IP address 195.95.5.1/30. 

Check that NAT is working by pinging the web server (public IP address) from 
the ISP router. 

6.2 Configure PAT so that hosts on the Users LAN can share the public IP address 
of 195.95.5.2/30 when connecting to the Internet. 

Check that PAT is working by pinging the ISP loopback interface from Host 2 
or using the sh ip nat translation command on HO. 

Task 7 Produce documentation showing the configuration 

Now that you have completed configuration of the devices on the network, 
produce the following documentation to show you have completed all tasks.  

Check you already have the following documentation:- 

 Annotated screenshots of each hosts TCP/IP settings (2 in all) 

 Printout of the configuration for both HO and ISP  

 Result of sh ip route on each router 

 Ping result of ISP router pinging the web server 

 Ping result of Host 2 pinging the ISP loopback interface 
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